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REAL-TIME CLOCK PLUS RAM (RTC) The MC146818A Real-Time Clock plus RAM is a peripheral device which includes the unique MOTEL concept for use with various microprocessors, microcomputers, and larger computers. This part combines three unique features: a complete time-of-day clock with alarm and one hundred year calendar, a programmable periodic interrupt and square-wave generator, and 50 bytes of low-power static RAM. The MC146818A uses high-speed CMOS technology to interface with 1 MHz processor buses, while consuming very little power. The Real-Time Clock plus RAM has two distinct uses. First, it is designed as a battery powered CMOS part (in an otherwise NMOS/TTL system) including all the common battery backed-up functions such as RAM, time, and calendar. Secondly, the MC146818A maybe used with a CMOS microprocessor to relieve the software of the timekeeping ,~~ workload and to extend the available RAM of an MPU such as the ., “’~:$ ,!!:\’; .\,i,. ,.. MC146805E2. ..... ,.,.>*t!F\+ {k ~\}t ● Low-Power, High-Speed CMOS ,1, $s,,.. ~;, ~p )>. ● Internal Time Base and Oscillator ‘,&~$$~. Q.%~!* *>sq,.,,\ ,$4:*, $+.~:;;, . ..~. O Counts Seconds, Minutes, and Hours of the Day “’t:>?,. ● Counts Days of the Week, Date, Month, and Year ,$: ;.
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,:,,, *.#*..,...,:{ ~s %+. A positive goin~+ mu~~[pjexed address strobe pulse serves to demultiplex t~~x,~~s. The falling edge of AS or ALE causes the address+~:$~~atched within the MC146818A.



OSC1, OSC2 – TIME BASE, INPUTS The time base for the time functions may be an external signal or the crystal oscillator. External square waves at 4.184304 MHz, 1.M576 MHz, or 32.768 kHz may be connected to OSCI as shown in Figure 9. The internal time-base frequency to be used is chosen in Register A. The on-chip oscillator is designed for a parallel resonant AT cut crystal at4.1 M04 MHz, 1.048576 MHz or32.768 kHz frequencies. The crystal connections are shown in Figure 10 and the crystal characteristics in Figure 11. CKOUT – CLOCK OUT, OUTPUT The CKOUT pin is an output at the time-base freque~~ divided by 1 or 4. A major use for CKOUT is as the t~u~:t, clock to the microprocessor; thereby saving the c,@$:&::@ second crystal. The frequency of CKOUT depends%~okt$he



..j:.+.k’~ CKFS – CLOCK OUT FREQUENCY #%&,.’*. J. and ala~,$~p$i~rltlng to



FIGURE 14 – ADDRESS
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,%,~p~$ the Program inserts an alarm time in the appropriate ,~$~$~pbrs, minutes, and seconds alarm locations, the alarm in“:,$~”fbrrupt is initiated at the specified time each day if the alarm enable bit is high. The second usage is to insert a “don’t *J~”
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bit of the hoursh~& represents PM when it is ‘J~...l,>. 
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